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Abstract  

In the article, it is detailed that it is not only the duty of parents, but also the duty of professors and 

teachers working in higher education institutions to bring up girls as hardworking, knowledgeable, 

highly cultured, intelligent, wise, family leaders who benefit both the family and the society. highlighted 

and recommendations developed. 

Our nation has always paid special attention to the education of girls. In the development of society, 

first of all, women should be educated, capable, and polite. it is said that the education of the girl  is the 

education of the society. Because it is very important for women to be polite, intelligent and educated. 

The duty of father and mother should be not only to give birth to a child, but also to pay attention to the 

education and profession of the child. Especially when a girl  is born, it is the mother's duty to teach her 

how to keep a house, take care of herself, raise children, and sew. 

Children should be raised in a unique way at each stage of infancy, childhood, adolescence and 

adulthood. We all understand well that educating children to be polite and educated is an urgent issue 

at the state level. The girl leaves her parents' arms and enters another household as a bride. Getting 

used to a new family depends on the girl's knowledge and, in addition, on her mother. If he perfectly 

learns the secrets of maintaining order in the family, keeping clothes and house in order, preparing 

sweet dishes, he will gain respect and prestige in his family. 

In the upbringing of an Eastern girl, she must be clean, polite, physically healthy, good at housework 

and cooking, gentle in family relations, selfless serving her father, brothers and sisters, feeling their 

word and respect at every step is the main criteria. 

Raising a girl  is a very delicate upbringing. There is a saying in our people: "See her mother and marry 

her daughter". This sentence has a great meaning. In the family, a girl learns her mother's behavior, 

cooking, and crafts, and tries to apply this feeling in life. The mother's attitude and household behavior 

will be transferred to her daughter in the future, she will have negative or positive feelings. The Prophet 

said: "Paradise is under the feet of mothers." In the future, girls will become mothers in the future, 

honorable housewives. A girl child should be encouraged and taught to be clean and polite, to always 

respect adults. The stain on the girl's name will never go away. 

In the future, there are problems in the upbringing of girls, and parents have a huge responsibility to 

eliminate them. There is a saying in our people that "A bird does what it sees in its nest." 

Some parents take care of their older daughters and keep them away from life's worries and difficulties. 

Mother takes all the challenges. So, they grow up without education, science, and work. A girl should 

practice at work. A girl should be free from things that make her shy, always be simple, modest and 

polite everywhere. Also, he should be shy, considerate, act with intelligence and wisdom in solving life 

issues. It is not only the duty of parents, but also the duty of professors and teachers working in 
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educational institutions to bring up girls as hard-working, knowledgeable, highly cultured, intelligent, 

wise, family leaders who will benefit both mother and society.  Only in such a cooperative upbringing 

will girls become good housewives, good specialist, beautiful bride, pious women, kind mothers and 

active members of society in the future. 

  We need to teach our girls to overcome life's difficulties. Every mother should tell her daughter that 

she is getting married, that the house where the bride will be is dear, and that the house where the girl 

will be the bride is forever. 

A bad stain on a girl's name is so difficult to get rid of that sometimes she has to bear the pain of a thorn 

forever. Sometimes this leads a person to a world of poverty and misery rather than a happy, fluffy life. 

All this is often caused by thoughtless action, a moment or two of free rein of the will. A girl child is the 

sight of the nation and the future of the nation. These are the things that a girl should have at the highest 

level. She should be very feminine, chaste, kind, patient, intelligent and kind. It is very important for  

parents, teachers in higher education to know that a girl's name, body, spirituality, being, and behavior 

have always been measured differently. If a girl is growing up in an Uzbek household, the pride and 

honor of the owners of this household depend on the honor of the girl. Therefore, our nation attaches 

great importance to the girl  growing up as a mature and perfect person.They try to "wrap her up like 

sugar and not touch it." 

When raising girls in society, their main and only task in life is to become housewives and mothers in 

the future, but we want to give parents some important and simple recommendations on how to get out 

of difficult  situations: 

1. Teach girls to be strong, to protect themselves; 

2. Teach girls to say "no" when they're scared, upset, or worried , vice versa teach that anger is not a 

weakness, but means its value, health, life; 

3.  Explain to girls that even adults can make mistakes.Уларни тўғри баҳслашишга - teach 

unemotional but logical thinking; 

4. Pay attention to girls' courage, self-confidence, actions.  

5. Focus on things that  girls interested in.  

6. Believe in the ability and talent of girls, create all conditions for their quality and effective education. 

7.  Explain to girls that they have the right to make their own choices when it comes to learning a trade 

and choosing a profession. 
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